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In the parsha this week, following the account of krias yam suf, the Torah jumps ahead a 
few weeks. On the 15th day of the 2nd month, the Jewish People arrive in Midbar Sin. At 
this point the food they took with them from Mitzrayim runs out and they begin to 
panic. Here is one of the instances (see last week’s drosha) where they declare (Shemos 
16:3): We wish we could die by Hashem’s hands in the land of Mitzrayim where we sat 
by pots of meat and ate bread until we were full than our current circumstance in which 
we will die from hunger. At this point Hashem tells Moshe that food will fall from the 
heavens and the people will go out and gather that food, a day’s worth at a time. 
Regarding the phrase דבר יום ביומו – a day’s worth at a time, Rashi comments that the 
instruction was to gather only the amount of food needed for that day and they may not 
gather food on one day for the next. 

As the Torah proceeds to further describe the mon, the Torah relates (Shemos 16:17): 
 They measured an omer and whoever took – וימדו בעומר ולא העדיף המרבה והממעיט לא החסיר
more had nothing extra and whoever took less was not lacking. Rashi explains that 
there were, in fact, people who gathered more than necessary and people who gathered 
too little. However, a miracle occurred and by the time each one arrived home, each one 
had the exact amount needed for the members of his family. A nervous, anxious person 
is concerned about what he will feed his family the next day, so he gathers double the 
amount that his family needs today. What happens? It shrivels so that by the time he 
gets home, he has exactly one portion for member of his household. Others miscalculate 
and gather too little and he will not have enough for each family member but 
miraculously, it expands and provides enough for each family member.  

This leads us to a number of fundamental questions. We know that Hashem is averse to 
performing miracles. Hashem put in place laws of nature and does not interfere unless 
it is absolutely necessary. Put aside the general miracle of mon falling from Heaven to 
feed the nation, but why perform this secondary miracle of the mon expanding and 
shrinking? If you need an omer per person, let each person make minimal effort to 
collect an omer per person. If it turns out that someone gathered too little, too bad, so 
sad. Someone will be hungry for the day. If someone gathered too much because his 
emunah was not so strong, let it spoil overnight. That will demonstrate to him that his 
efforts to short circuit Hashem’s system will not succeed. 

Another question that is worthwhile to ask relates more generally to how Hashem 
decided he would distribute the mon. If Hashem can do this any way He wanted, and 
the mon could expand or shrink, why not give each person a single portion on Sunday 
that will continuously expand and provide sustenance for the entire week. Why 
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perform a separate miracle each day when Hashem could instead perform a single 
miracle per week? Once we are questioning this, why not provide for an entire month 
or year at a time? Better yet, make the Jewish People not have to eat for the time that 
they are in the wilderness. That would certainly be convenient. 

The Gemara Yoma (75b) relates that the mon would fall in different locations for 
different people. The righteous would find their mon right outside their front door, 
whereas the wicked would have to walk outside of the camp, into the desert to find 
their mon. Where the mon fell was a daily indicator of one’s relationship with Hashem. 
One who connected with Hashem the previous day found his mon closer to his tent and 
those who did not connect with Hashem found their mon further from their tent. Why 
would Hashem set a system where each person receives daily feedback concerning their 
relationship with Hashem? It was as if each day was Rosh HaShanah and a person was 
being judged in a manner that impacts how Hashem will treat him. Why go through the 
daily exercise of judgement with the verdict expressing itself the next day in the form of 
the location where the mon would fall? Why can’t it be done less frequently? 

Following the sin of Adam and Chava, the snake was cursed that its food would be dirt. 
Seemingly, that is a good thing. It may not be the tastiest food, but a snake does not 
have to worry about a dirt shortage. What is the curse in having food available 
everywhere? Commentators explain that what Hashem was essentially telling the snake 
was, “Get away from Me and I don’t want to ever hear from you again!! Here is enough 
food for the remainder of your existence so you never have to reach out to Me for 
food!!” The worst curse in the world is to be sent away from Hashem and have no 
interaction with Him. 

Although it is true that Hashem is averse to performing miracles but communicating to 
the Jewish People that He is interested in what they are doing and cares deeply about 
how they are behaving warrants performing daily miracles. If Hashem wanted, He 
could provide a Sam’s Club-size package of mon that would last for 40 years. However, 
if He were to do that, in an effort to minimize His performance of miracles, He would 
sacrifice His relationship with the Jewish People and that option is worse than 
performing daily miracles for 40 years. By judging people daily, they receive constant 
reminders that their behavior matters to Hashem and He is attentive to what they are 
doing. At this stage of the development of the Jewish People, this is an incredibly 
important message for Hashem to communicate to the Jewish People. 

I think this idea is essential when we contemplate davening. It is true that Hashem 
judges us on Rosh HaShanah for what we will have for the entire year, but that does not 
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negate the importance of davening daily and sharing with Hashem our daily needs. It 
serves to reinforce and remind us of the deep connection that Hashem has with us and 
His interest in touching base with us on a daily basis. We may not have mon to give us 
regular feedback as far as how we are doing, but there should be no doubt that Hashem 
wants to hear from us multiple times a day. He wants us to share with Him our needs 
and wants, as well as our appreciation for what we have. דבר יום ביומו – on a daily basis, 
multiple times a day, we have the opportunity to reach out and have a private 
conversation with Hashem. That itself, speaks volumes about the nature of our 
relationship with Him. 
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